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	Integral Equations on Time Scales by Svetlin G. Georgiev PDF
This book offers the reader an overview of recent developments of integral equations on time scales. It also contains elegant analytical and numerical methods. This book is primarily intended for senior undergraduate students and beginning graduate students of engineering and science courses. The students in mathematical and physical sciences will find many sections of direct [&#8230;]
	Measure and Integral An Introduction to Real Analysis 2nd Edition by Richard L. Wheeden PDF
Now considered a classic text on the topic, Measure and Integral: An Introduction to Real Analysis provides an introduction to real analysis by first developing the theory of measure and integration in the simple setting of Euclidean space, and then presenting a more general treatment based on abstract notions characterized by axioms and with less [&#8230;]
	Qualitative Analysis of Nonlinear Elliptic Partial Differential Equations by Vicentiu Radulescu PDF
The book provides a comprehensive introduction to the mathematical theory of nonlinear problems described by elliptic partial differential equations. These equations can be seen as nonlinear versions of the classical Laplace equation, and they appear as mathematical models in different branches of physics, chemistry, biology, genetics and engineering and are also relevant in differential geometry [&#8230;]
	Trigonometric Sums and Their Applications by Andrei Raigorodskii PDF
This volume presents in a unified manner both classic as well as modern research results devoted to trigonometric sums. Such sums play an integral role in the formulation and understanding of a broad spectrum of problems which range over surprisingly many and different research areas. Fundamental and new developments are presented to discern solutions to [&#8230;]
	Mathematics A Discrete Introduction 3rd Edition by Edward A. Scheinerman PDF
Master the fundamentals of discrete mathematics and proof-writing with Mathematics A Discrete Introduction 3rd Edition With a clear presentation, the mathematics text teaches you not only how to write proofs, but how to think clearly and present cases logically beyond this course. Though it is presented from a mathematician&#8217;s perspective, you will learn the importance [&#8230;]
	Trigonometry by Charles P. McKeague ,7th Edition PDF
Gain a solid understanding of the principles of trigonometry and how these concepts apply to real life with McKeague/Turner&#8217;s Trigonometry. This book&#8217;s proven approach presents contemporary concepts in brief, manageable sections using current, detailed examples and interesting applications. Captivating illustrations drawn from Lance Armstrong&#8217;s cycling success, the Ferris wheel, and even the human cannonball show [&#8230;]
	Topics in Number Theory, Volumes I and II PDF
Classic two-part work now available in a single volume assumes no prior theoretical knowledge on reader&#8217;s part and develops the subject fully. Volume I is a suitable first course text for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students. Volume II requires a much higher level of mathematical maturity, including a working knowledge of the theory of [&#8230;]
	The Golden Ratio The Divine Beauty of Mathematics PDF
The Golden Ratio examines the presence of this divine number in art and architecture throughout history, as well as its ubiquity among plants, animals, and even the cosmos. This gorgeous book with layflat dimensions that closely approximate the golden ratio features clear, enlightening, and entertaining commentary alongside stunning full-color illustrations by Venezuelan artist and architect [&#8230;]
	Maxwell’s Equations Analysis and Numerics PDF
This volume collects longer articles on the analysis and numerics of Maxwell’s equations. The topics include functional analytic and Hilbert space methods, compact embeddings, solution theories and asymptotics, electro magnetostatics, time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations, time-dependent Maxwell’s equations, eddy current approximations, scattering and radiation problems, inverse problems, finite element methods, boundary element methods, and isogeometric analysis.
	Solution Manual to Mathematical Analysis 2nd Edition PDF
Mathematical Analysis provides a transition from elementary calculus to advanced courses in real nad complex function theory and introduces readers to some of the abstract thinking that pervades modern analysis. The comprehensive text may also be used in analysis courses and as a supplementary text in courses in integration theory and complex analysis. Table of [&#8230;]

